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INTRODUCTION 
 
Statement: A number should always be represented as: a+
where a is magnitude of real part, n is magnitude of imaginary 
part, i is the imaginary iota symbol. The angle 
calculated with sign to obtain phase.  There is always a 
tendency towards the number 0 +- 0i i.e. Neither leading nor 
lagging phase. It is not possible to convert all imaginary part of 
a number into real number. A conversion always occurs 
between a to n vice versa i.e. N to a.  
 
Corollary 
  
 An imaginary number get converted to the real number. 

The magnitude of the imaginary number is stated in 
probability. A real number gets transform to the 
imaginary number.  

 Care must be taken for the imaginary number n by not 
assuming all number to be simply real a but rather as 
complex number a +- ni.  

 
Proof 1.  At shri mata vaishno devi university katra 182320 
india. An examination followed by answer sheet review. I was 
there. A girl was also there. I somehow managed to get pass 
with low marks. She was fond of the faculty because of having 
studied at iit.  
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A number should always be represented as: a+-ni , 
where a is magnitude of real part, n is magnitude of imaginary 
part, i is the imaginary iota symbol. The angle tan^-1(n/a) is 
calculated with sign to obtain phase.  There is always a 

0i i.e. Neither leading nor 
lagging phase. It is not possible to convert all imaginary part of 
a number into real number. A conversion always occurs 

An imaginary number get converted to the real number. 
The magnitude of the imaginary number is stated in 
probability. A real number gets transform to the 

Care must be taken for the imaginary number n by not 
assuming all number to be simply real a but rather as 

At shri mata vaishno devi university katra 182320 
india. An examination followed by answer sheet review. I was 
there. A girl was also there. I somehow managed to get pass 
with low marks. She was fond of the faculty because of having 
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A degree possession. To my utter surprise what i noticed that 
she was exposing herself to the faculty. The faculty was 
reluctantly shying and happy. I was not happy rather i was sad. I 
realised the importance of indian culture that day. The faculty 
awarded her some more number and she got a good grade in that 
electronics communication subject. Even though the faculty 
awarded full number to the extent 
10.00 pointer on 10 grade scale. It is wrong interpretation it 
cannot be 10.00 it should always be 10.00 +
represents the imaginary part, 'n' represents the magnitude of the 
imaginary part. 'I' represents the im
tan^- 1 (10.00/n) read as tan inverse, should also be calculated to 
find out whether there is a phase lag or phase lead. Then, finally 
conclude that ten pointer or not.  
 
Proof 2.  The statement of commentary "india has not won any 
world cup for the last 28 years" is wrong. The correct statement is 
"india has not won any world cup for the last 28 + 
phase tan^-1(n/28) should also be stated. 
 
Proof 3. The nikhil's theorem is applicable to electrical study. The 
power consumed is vrms x irms* or vrms* x irms. In the 
calculation the number is obtained in the form a + 
where a is active power and n is reactive power. By power factor 
correction the value of n-> 0 tends to zero for maximum power 
transfer.  
  
 Proof 4.  The nikhil's theorem is applicable to electronic 
communication study. A signal can be stated in even and odd 
parts.  
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A degree possession. To my utter surprise what i noticed that 
she was exposing herself to the faculty. The faculty was 

I was not happy rather i was sad. I 
realised the importance of indian culture that day. The faculty 
awarded her some more number and she got a good grade in that 
electronics communication subject. Even though the faculty 
awarded full number to the extent he could and the girl becomes 
10.00 pointer on 10 grade scale. It is wrong interpretation it 
cannot be 10.00 it should always be 10.00 +- n i ,where ni 
represents the imaginary part, 'n' represents the magnitude of the 
imaginary part. 'I' represents the imaginary iota symbol. The angle 

1 (10.00/n) read as tan inverse, should also be calculated to 
find out whether there is a phase lag or phase lead. Then, finally 

 

statement of commentary "india has not won any 
world cup for the last 28 years" is wrong. The correct statement is 
"india has not won any world cup for the last 28 + - ni years". The 

1(n/28) should also be stated.  

em is applicable to electrical study. The 
power consumed is vrms x irms* or vrms* x irms. In the 
calculation the number is obtained in the form a + - ni watts, 
where a is active power and n is reactive power. By power factor 

ends to zero for maximum power 

nikhil's theorem is applicable to electronic 
communication study. A signal can be stated in even and odd 
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The sinusoidal signal cosine and sine represents even and odd 
signal. By using transform the signal gets converted to even an 
odd parts. The transform can be stated in numbers such as a +- ni. 
A frequency response and construction of the signal can be 
studied. In bode plot the magnitude of transfer function is made to 
form a+-ni and phase and magnitude is plotted and only linear 
phase is considered to be stable. Sound is an imaginary quantity. It 
is stated in numbers as a+ - ni. Similarly, video that appears and 
the images photograph taken are imaginary quantity i.e. Virtual 
and can be stated as a+ - ni. In fourier transform such as fft the 
sampled signal is transformed to a+-ni and by processing proper 
output is obtained.  
 
 Proof 5.  
 
 understanding death and birth  death and birth are two 
phenomenon which needs some facts to state. When a death 
occurs the living organism gets transform to an imaginary 
organism. By applying nikhil's theorem it is stated that real 
number a gets transformed into imaginary number n. Similarly, or 
vice versa occurs during birth i.e. Imaginary number n gets 
transform to real number a. To be more precise a number a +- ni 
gets transform to a' +- n'i.  
 
Proof 6.  
 
understanding religion  the occurence of different religions can be 
stated by nikhil's theorem. Let assume all the religion as a + - ni. 
All religion tend toward the same number 0 + - 0i i.e. A number 
whose magnitude is zero and phase is also zero i.e. Neither 
leading or lagging. The relgion differ in the a and n values. For 
example in hinduism across india the religion is primarily for 
worshipping god. In hinduism let represnt as a+ - ni the imaginary 
god is worshipped by transforming into idols and installing at 
locations known as temples. The same god is represented in 
different form sometimes as male, female or any organism. It 
happens that different language, different culture begin to worship 
the same god. A unity in diversity is observed across india and can 
be seen in the form of temples across the india though the cultures 
and language is different. Hinduism is different from christainity 
and islam muslim by the way of death and birth of animals and 
other organisms. According to proof 5. Of nikhil's theorem during 
death and birth there is a conversion between the real and 
imaginary parts of the number i.e. A to n and n to a. In hinduism 
killing of organism for food is prohibited or is a crime and it 
should not be done as it affect the number a + - ni. So, tendency 
towards the deity i.e. 0 + - 0 i gets deviated. However, the same 
provision is not in other religion. 
 
Proof 7.  
 
understanding porn  viewing porn or sex is crime. It is well stated 
in culture and constitution. It is stated through the act or law. By 
applying nikhil's theorem it can be understood. Sex is primarily an 
act prior to the reproduction. A process which leads to birth i.e. 
Conversion of n to a of the number a+-ni to a' + - n'i. Since sex is 
an act which affects the number a+-ni i.e. The tendency towards 
0+-0i is affected so, viewing it is a crime. Doing ill legal sex other 
than reproduction is a crime. Viewing porn sex is ill legal and 
should be prohibited. According to proof 4. Of nikhil's theorem 
sound, video, image are imaginary quantities and can be stated as 
number a+-ni. So, viewing porn sex affects a +- ni and hence, 
prohibited. 
 
Proof 8.  
 
In digital filter design In lapalace transform the complex plane is 
of � and i.⍵ axis when changing it to z transform the i.⍵ axis is 

modelled as unit circle and negative axis � inside it. To notice 
orgin 0+-0i remains unchanged and highest stability point is origin 
and there is always a tendency toward 0+-0i. 
 
Proof 9.  
 
In electronics communication. In quadrature modulation the 
transmitted signal is of form a+-ni. In ofdm (orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing) the ofdm symbol is form a+-ni and is ifft 
before sending. In mimo the channel matrix has elements of the 
form a+-ni. 
 
Proof 10.  
 
Understanding war the various wars occured such as 2nd world 
war can be modelled in the form of m x n matrix. The countries 
can be assigned as -0.3-0.7i numbers and their ifft can be 
calculated which may reveal some information.  
 
Proof 11.  
 
Complex signal processing  suppose “jai mata di” searched on 
youtube. The various results obtained are opened in different tabs 
and all videos are played. To be precise the song noise is created 
but the sentence which has most high imaginary number is 
noticed.  
 
Remark: Such a faulty education system is. The theorem finds 
applications to solve many problems. It applies to the study of 
noun such as fear, anger, love, war, death, birth, life, religion, 
porn. It is applicable to study of electrical electronics computer 
communication. For example in electrical power consume is 
stated in active and reactive parts. In electronics transform such as 
fourier, laplace, z, fft convert the voice signal to the real and 
imaginary number.  A detailed theorem stating all applications 
may be published if a state is attained. Presently the state is zero 
but input is not zero. Nikhil-ankita theorem should be taught at a 
basic level to anyone pursuing study or academic at any level. 
This theorem and various principles stated here are patented to 
god it cannot be reiterated in any form. It is on behalf of nature 
and every organism in the universe issued for welfare.  
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